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QUICK ANSWER QUESTIONS TO ACCOMPANY:
Technical Drawing for Fashion by Basia Szkutnicka
PART 1
1. The three methods used in the fashion design process to present a garment in a visual form are:
a. fashion illustration
b. merchandising plans
c. sketching
d. sewing patterns
e. technical drawings
f. costing sheets
2. What is a ‘sketch’? Why is the sketching process important?
3. Explain what a ‘technical drawing’ is.
4. True or False? Technical drawings are also known as ‘flats’.
5. Which of the following are key uses of technical drawings in industry:
a. advertising
b. range boards
c. presentation sheets and design development sheets
d. promotional material
e. range/line sheets
f. Look books
g. ‘spec’ sheets
h. costing sheets
i. magazines
j. sewing pattern catalogues
6. True or False? A ‘delivery pack’ is the specific combination of merchandise that will be delivered
to stores throughout the season.
7.

Why might Look books contain technical drawings?

8. List the information that needs to be included on a ‘spec’ sheet. Why is a spec sheet important
for a pattern maker and machinist/maker/factory?
9. What do costing sheets contain and what are they used for?
10. What use might visual merchandisers make of technical drawings?
11. Creating a _____________ _______________ is the first stage in the process of technical fashion
drawing.
12. The number of heads used in this first stage is:
a. 10
b. 7
c. 6
d. 8
e. none of the above
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13. What is ‘speed designing’? When is it useful?
14. Which of the following computer software programs can be used to produce technical drawings:
a. Word
b. Microsoft Excel
c. PowerPoint
d. Illustrator
e. none of the above
15. True or False? Technical drawings should include as much detail as possible, including any 		
wrinkles or flaws in the fabric.
16. A rendered drawing shows which of the following:
a. measurements
b. colour
c. texture
d. flaws
e. patterns
f. fabric wrinkles
g. none of the above
17. List the 7 sleeve lengths.
18. True or False? There are 13 dress/skirt lengths.
19. List the 4 waist lengths for trousers.
20. Which of the following is NOT a coat length:
a. three-quarters
b. maxi/midi
c. knee length
d. five eighths
e. ankle/full
f. floor length
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